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ABSTRACT

Free flight aerodynamic range data are presented for the 107mm

4XM 571 RAC mortar projectile in unboosted configuration. Seven differ-

ent models were tested and most of the data was obtained for the square

base shell with extension. For M - 0.8 and within the small yaw region,

this projectile developed a quintic Magnus moment. It was established

that the length of the base attachment (extension) directly influenced

the values of the aerodynamic coefficients.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

_ Drag ForceU~C~D (2) p V S

C = Zero-yaw drag coefficient
CD

CD62  Yaw drag coefficient

C() p V2 S 6 direction of the angle of attack tt, and

6 = sin at.

Static Moment Positive coefficient: Moment increasesI- ()p V 2 S d 6 angle of attack a

= Magus 6ment Positive coefficient: Moment rotates% ( )p V2 S d k-- 8 projectile nose in direction of spin.
papV

For most exterior ballistic uses, where 6 = q, = -r, the definition of
the damping moment sum is equivalent to:

Daming Moment Positive coefficient: Moment increasesa -! p V2 S d angular velocity.

2) V

a, 8 = angle of attack, side slip

-1? + 122
o at = sin + 2 total angle of attack sin =

c.m. = center of mass

d = body diameter of projectile, reference length

I = axial moment of inertia

V = transverse mocniit of inertia

M = Mach number

p roll rate

r =transverse angular velocities

(q + r )2
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(3) (C)Static = (cM + c2 62) 6
0

(4) (4)agnus ( o + 28 + 4 + ......

(5) C M . -- ( 1  + 14 )o + d2 62
q q

where 6= sin a

Relations between the coefficients from the linearized fit and the
aerodynamic coefficients for the above cases:

(CD)R CD + CD 6

(2a) (CL )R cL + a (62 ),P
0

( )R 0CM + c2 (62)eN(

)R = CM + 2(62)e + a4 (6')
e  (Only nonlinear Magnus)

I PC PP

-'(5a) (CM+ C %)R = (CM  + %M)0 + c 2 (62)el + c (64) e*

1 q (Only nonlinear flagnus)

and

(62)eN = K + 24K

(62)ep =2 +K;

(64)eN =KN + 6K4+ 3K4

(64) ep 3= 3 + 6KY4Kq+K

(62 ) e N + K , 0N P - : :

• -e
pq
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S T.-- d reference area

V = velocity of projectile

m = mass of projectile

Stability and Data Reduction Parameters

= amplitude of nutational yaw component

~= amplitude of precessional yaw component

0'N = nutational yaw rate--rad/cal

0p precessional yaw rate--rad/cal

X = nutational damping rate--1/cal

Xp = precessional damping rate--1/cal

it = standard deviation--I/calfit

Subscripts

i = N or P as indicated in the term expansion

N = nutational component

P = precessional component

R = range value

o = zero-yaw or first term of expansion

2 = second power term of expansion

4 = fourth power term of expansion

Nonlinear Force-Moment Relations

Assumed form of force and moment coefficient relations:

(1) CD = % + 26

0 62
(2) (CL)= (CL + a 6 2 ) 8

0
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1. INT ODUCTIOIl

The XM 571 is a spin stabilized, rocket assisted, ILE projectile

proposed for use in the 107mm mortar. The test shell represents an

attempt to make a major improvement in range performance with the !1"Wn

nortar system. in addition to the rocket boost feature it also had a

Sltw drag shape with a long ogival nose? Figure 1, which would providt

a higher critical 4ach number. These feature:, however, decrease thc

stability level of the shell and, as a result, the XM 571 was designed

for use with a 1/18 twist tube rather than the twist of 1/20 enp'oye-l

with the -urrent shell, the M 329 shown in Figure 2. Other features

of the revised mechanical design include a pre-engraved rotating band

and a discarding plastic obturator.

The 107m mortar is muzzle loading and a cylindrical cartridge

container extending from the base of the shell is used to position the

shell in the breech of the mortar and provide a powder chamber volurme.

The cylipdrical container is retained in flight. One of the previous

improvements employed with the M 329 shell, and incorporated into the

design of the M4 571, is the use of an extension to the cartridge con-

tainer for use with higher powder charges. The use of the extension

results in a total cylindrical protuberance c.bout 0.3 caliber in

diameter artd 1.5 calibers long. In the case of the M 329 it was dis-

covered that the extended cylindrical section produced aerodynamic I
changes and in particular decreased the gyroscopic and dynamic stability.

The phenomena involved in the change of aerodynamic properties due

to the cylindrical attachment was not well enough understood to predict

the changes that might occur for another configuration. As a result,
spark range tests were carried out with the XM 571 shell at an earlier

stage of the development than usual. The series of tests reported

involved only unboosted projectiles. Moso of the tests were conducted

'~ ~with a square base design that was of primary interest, but screening

tests were also conducted with several other configurations. The object

of the tests was to evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics with par-

ticular attention to those changes which occurred when the base was *

modified.

13
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IL

IT. PROCEDURE

The 107m mortar tube was set-up o1ntside the transonic rango mounted

in a 105 3A1 howitzer carriage, Figure 3, and aligned to fire horizon-

tally through the instrumented section of the range. In addition to

the regular shadowgraph sbttions within the range, two photographic

stations were placed three 'et and eleven feet from the muzzle outside

the range and one station was placed 20 feet from the muzzle and iei-

ately inside the range opening. These stations were located to record

the development of the yaw, particularly the yawing rate, and to aid in

the analysis of the effects of the muzzle blast. inside the range, a

mosaic station was eployed to obtain fine detail snadowgr-aphs on

selected rounds.

The aerodynamic tests consist of free flight evaluation of the inert

projectiles at two 1Mpch number conditions, M - .5 and M - .8. Variations

in base configuration, as catalogued in Table I, include:

a. Square base or boat tail.

b. EDtension, cartridge container alone, or without cartridge

container.

c. Different arrangements of obturator; large, small, and

with and without pressure plate.

d. Rounds with long thin starting cartridge containers.

The square base projectile with extension represents one-half of

the number of data rounds fired. Geometric modifications of the shell

base and appendage, principally boattailing with and without extension,

accounted for the remainder of the data. The aerodynamic coefficients

were obtained by the standard reduction technique: using the measure-

ments from the shadowgraphs and corresponding times from the electronic

counters.

Physical dimensions and mass moments of inertia of the rounds were

measurer- prior to firing. A photograph of the unfired projectiles

illustrating the different cartridge containers and extensions is pre-

sented as Figure 4. The physical dimensions, weights and moments of

15
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inertia are given on F igure 5, and Figure 6 is a dirrensiorned sketch -of

the projectile on uttich most, of the data was collected.

__ _ __ [S
The results are given in Table 11, the Table of Aero~ynaic

£beficent, ad ~ drg..stati m-aent and dynariz coefficients are

discussed in sezparate ceontext in f-ollouing sections. Figures 7, 8 an

9. are 31b-otograpbs of the eroetle at the three added thoto stations

outside and jusit inside the range en'trance. -Leaurnents of these

thotos were not, used r-or were they -required for the deterndnatico of

the aerovdy'n=-tc coefficients Imit the zi etres clearl-y indicate that, the

obturator has been discarded within three feet of the nuzzlIe of the mir-

tar. T-he initial yaw information was of relatively lo-ir reliability and
the effort to pursue a detailed ana~lysis of the -1zzle blast, effect, had

t.o be aban=doned.

Mhe r=osaic, Figure 10, showes a boatl tail1 rouind carrying an exten-

sion.- The fl-ow-, in the region of the base is generally disturbed, with

boundary couvergence developing along the length of the cartridge con-

taiker and extension and a recirculation region extendin~g within .4

calber to the -case of the shell. With this design, the axial and

radial p-ressures in the n-ear -ake act on the cartridge container and

extension and pnroduce forces which are critical to the determination of

the M.agnus an~d &_-ping characteistics of the projectile,. N~o free

fligh:t =-easurPeentGs of the pressure gradients are presently available.

Except for the uited M~ach nur~ber range, the results define the

aerodynamic properties of the configuration iithb square base carrying

an extension. The individual data for the shell with, modifications are

also reliable but the restricted coverage prevents any clear definition

of their properties, either as a function of yaw or of E'ach number.

in Table HI, the length of the swerve arms for Rounds 8203 and 8439 i s

too small to establish reliable values ofL C L .The danping moment and

19
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TYPE, LOTFN( Ix  Iy %T
1b-i 2 I bs.

A 56124 62-3 843.3 266

-902 378
--- 2684- I

_____.....-.-.--312

. B 56124 61.9 7984 262

.7.- 902 378-
2424 -

l J2-' -S' i12.91

" *.G 56125 60.1 760.5 25.6

--- -- 9.02 -378-
. ..--- --- 2642-- 1

112- 50 12.79

Ei** F 56126 59.5 721.4 25.1

, ir i-- 902 L378-
---- 21L65

lH2-4 75P 13.08

* D 56126 60.4 802.7 260

-9.02---378-

26.83

! 12.95

... c 56127 61.4 748.2 25,7

ID ___21.68 9.02 378-

75 L 12.97

..... .E 56123 55.8 7577 25.5

- - 9.0
24.24- NOTE:ALL DIMENS90S ARE IN INCHES

Figure 5. Outline Drawing of Projectile
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X.zus xent coefficients are reported, altbough their valnes depenl

on Cr , since they a -per to be consistent with corresponding data.

The drag coefflicient, C:, is plotted versus 6;, the mean squared

yew.. on Figuares U and 32. 5was obtained for each round from a least

s=ares 't of tie as a c,'ic in distance. For each configuration,

th-e data uas then redued to a % 5 &j the expression :
0

o 2

ALr %~ the yaw drag coefficien't uswalIly changes with Ma.ch

rnza.er and severral test points at difeen yas ]per c r invert-

gated are reanired to deternine %and %- Even a two point determin-

ation is oft n reasonable considering the high precision of the electron-

iz timing eTqr"pent and the transonic range station survey(1. The over.-all

arcur-ay of the dete-zination of % -is within less than 1% error.

Meh nuber effects were not fim ly established since the progran

was not. intended to r ovide a distribution in test velocity. However,

the ya- slope (% 6) is shown on Figures U! and 12. % 6 2 for the square

base projectiles with extension was found by l inear least squares fit to

be eaual to I.6/rad2 for the M4 - .8 data. The yaw slopes for the other

data were dete-n2ined graphically. -There is a change in the yaw slope

in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for 6, > 60. However, % for these higher

*YaW values cannot be established without additional data in this range.

Lower drag coefficients were associated with (1) boat tailing, (2)

the addition of the large diameter cartridge container, and (3) the

extension attachment. Boat tail projectiles with the thin boom showed

a % value between the projectiles without extension and those with no
base appendage except the rocket nozzles.

29
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B. Static Moment Coefficient Properties

The data for the square base projectiles with extension at M- .8

rermitted the development of an eauation for the aerodynamic moment

coefficient of the form:

(C=)Sta- C + C2 6 6 (2)

through the technique of fitting the (5.7)R, determined from the linear-

:zed fit of the range data, as a function of an average yaw parameter

for the flight by least squares. This gave values of = 3.93 and
0

-- = -2.9. These data and those of the other square base shell are

plotted in Figures 13 and 14 as a function of the effective yaw para-

=eter of the test, 62. A line fit on this form of graph yields an inter-
e

cept that is the term and a slope which is the c2 coefficient in
a

the above equation. The analytical fitting line for the square base

shell at M - .8 is given and the remainder are graphical. Three points

for square base rounds with extension at M- .5 indicate a higher slope

and intercept but the absence of data overlap in these two groups

prevents determination of whether this is a Mach number effect or whether

this indicates a more complex yaw behavior with no Mach number influence. 0

for the remaining types, those without extension and those without

cartridge container, are also isolated in both Mach number and yaw level.

The analytical value of c2 previously determined can be passed through

each group with good representation. Various base fixtures change the

center of mass of the assembly slightly. The moment coefficient slope

Vof the shell with extension is considerably higher than those of the

others and correction to an identical center of mass position does not

reduce this difference significantly. Thus, the principal effect of the

extension in the increase of CM is aerodynamic in nature. A similar

adjustment to the data for the other types superimposes the results.

Although these two groups of data are not at the same Mach number, this

33
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suggests that the effect-of the cartridge container alone is primarily

a mechanical shift of the renter of mass of the shell.

Data for the boat tail shell are sparse and a reasonable determin-

ation of the influence of yaw is possible only for the shell witb exten-

sion at M - .8. The general p&ttern is very similar to that of the

square base shell, however; the shell with extension produce a higher

value of C and the difference is predominantly aerodynamic, the 'slope
Cj

of these data is at least compatible with the remaining groups, and the

differences between the shell with and without cartridge container are

small. A special thin boom was tested on the boat tail shell, Figure 4,

which had the length of the normal cartridge container plus extension

but was of smaller diameter. These data lie between those of the shell

with normal cartridge container and those of the shell with extension.

For the boat tail shell the magnitude of the change due to the extension

is only slightly larger than that which occurred for the square base

version. In general, the boat tail projectiles have about a ten per

cent higher over-turning moment value thad the square base shell.

The lift curve slope, CL is shown in Figure 15. This coefficient

is not well determined at small yaws because of the small amplitude of

the swerving motion in these cases. Except for a weak decreasing trend

at the higher yaw levels, there is little to distinguish the data for

various levels of yaw, Mach number or types of projectiles. The M -.5
data for the square base shell with extension do lie below the level of

the M , .8 data but are also at lower yaw levels anO poorly determined.

Apart from this aberration, a CL value of about 1.9 could represent all
a

of the better data below about six degrees of yaw. For the boat tail

projectiles,, the lift curve slope appears to increase with the square of

the effective yaw as determined by the three data points representing

K the shell with extension at M - .8. The remaining configurations

present too few data to establish trends.

35
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Since the moment coefficient was very sensitive to the addition of -

the extension and the force coefficient was not, the result implies a

change in the center of pressure location. The center of pressure of

the norma! forces lies about .6 caliber more forward for the square base

shell with extension than it does for the other square base shell.

C. Magnus and Damping Moment Coefficients

The coefficients denoted as I and (54 + C 4 ) derived from the
p q CY

range data are basically obtained from the damping factors, X., which

result from fitting the epicyclic yaw equation to the measured yawing

motion data. The epicyclic yaw equation and its associated X parameters

are a solution to the linearized eauation of the yawing motion:

+ (H - iP) - (M + T)= . (3)

If the coefficients of V" and § in the differential equation describing
the actual yawing motion are nonlinear with yaw amplitude, the linear

aerodynamic coefficients deduced from the fit of the epicyclic solution

of the linear equation to the actual data will also shw nonlinearities.

However, nonlinearities in particular aerodynamic terms influence and

interact with the linearized fit coefficients normally associated with

other aerodynamic terms. Therefore, with nonlinearities in either the

Magnus or damping moment slopes, it is convenient to analyze these

unrelated aerodynamic properties together since the 'interacting para-

meters from the linearized fit can then be considered simultaneously in

order to distinguish between the basic aerodynamic variations.

These (Ci )and (C + C.)R coefficients from the fits of the I
pC q + M.)

data for all the types tested indicated that some nonlinearity was

present. in the case of the square base projectile with extension,
and only in this case, there were sufficient data to indicate that not

only was a nonlinearity present but that it was 'ther than the cubic.

The case of the cubic moments has been reported ) and is usually treated

in terms of the variations of the derived coefficient terms and
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(c1 + C1 .) R with effective yaw variables. For the more detailed inves-

tigation of the higher order nonlinearity indicated by the plotted

results, the damping factors themselves are used since they are directly

determined from the yawing motion fit.

The basic theory underlying the analysis by means of the damping

factors is identical to that which is applied when the linearized aero-

dynamic terms are analyzed with respect to the effective yaw parameters.

Since the damping factor approach is less familiar, the more pertinent

relationships will be reviewed.

If only the Magnus moment is nonlinear and is cubic in yaw level',

(141agnus 2()D

-10

and the comparable relation for the damping factors is !
i  + Xi2 (6 2 )ei (5)

where "i" is either N or P. For this particular case A = -x and
N2 P2

the slopes of the X. on the effective yaw plot are equal in magnitude

but opposite in sign. This is not the case if damping moment nonlinear-

ities are involved, either alone or in combination with a Magnus moment

nonlinearity. The X. data for the square base projectiles with exten-
i

sion show a mirror image pattern, but one that has a higher order than

linear when plotted versus 62.. This suggisted that only a Magnus
ei

moment nonlinearity was involved.

For a higher order nonlinearity of the Magnus moment

(CM)Magnus = + c2 + 4 +. ..... (

and the resulting damping factor expression ) is A

Ai =io + i2 (82)ei + xi4 (64)ei .......... (7)'
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In this expression the A 2 and Ai4 coefficients are also equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign for A, and Ap. However, although the

(94)mnus variation is polynomial in the aerodynamic yaw, the Xi
expressions in terms of the effective yaw parameters, which are averaging

quantities, are not since:

()ei r (eei] 2

Thus, the relations between the AJ2 and Ai4 coefficients must be

established by fitting the data analytically.

If this equal and opposite variation of the higher order coefficients

is established, it is not only proven that the only nonlinearity is in

the Magnus moment and that it is polynomial in yaw to the degree of the

fit reauired in treating the A data; but the parameteis of the A fit also

can be used in determining the terms in the M.agnus moment coefficient

exDansion -.and the constant value of (CM + C4.).
q a

2 m NO O P + LP) N)

Itat -S d 0~'1  A+ J 8

S- 2  m 020
2f aj LTpsd \ + oN f jN2

q/ - 01
[2 m N$l XP

and (CM + C 4.) kt  p S d (X0+X)]"(9)

With the data for the square base projectile with extension in the

M - .8 range the nutational and precessional damping rates were first

fitted by least squares independently. The results were:
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= .484 x lO -3  /cal .987 X 1 - 3  1/eal

=12 - .073 /cal )'P = + .078 1/cal

= + 1.65 1/cal A, = - .1.79 !/cal

afit = .563 x 10 3  !/cal f. t = .118 x 10- 3  !/cal

Since A2 =-A 2 and 4 X=- P4 to well within the accuracy of the

data fit, the conditions for only a !.mgnus moment nonlinearity are

satisfied and terms of order higher than (64) e are not needed for the

range of yaw a'. < 11. The Ap and A data were then fitted simultan-

eously with the constrairit that N 2 = - A2 and .4 =- P4 to obtain

the final coefficients. These results were:

= + .496 x - 3  /cal

= - .782 x lO-3  i/cal

IC

S- .075 1/cal

N4 = + 1.72 1/cal

a = .123 x 6- 3 1/cal

This enforced antisymmetry of the Xi2 and Xi4 coefficients produces only

a slightly larger error of fit than the better of the two separate fits.

The aerodynamic coefficients derived from this fit are:

(CM)Magnu s = 138 - 143 62 + 3300 6 V) 6 (10)

(CM + C.) =- 8.13 (11)
q a

and are valid for these data for the yaw range to approximately six

degrees. The analysis applied to the data for the square base projectiles

with extension was possible because the number of data points was
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adequate to support a statistical fit of the data. There was insufficient

data available for similar treatment of the remaining six configurations.

For these projectiles it is necessary to presume the yaw variation in

order to present the data. It will be assumed, on the basis of the

analytical case, that all the other test configurations share the

property that only the I4agnus moment, and not the damping moment deriva-

tive sum, is nonlinear with yaw. The amount of data permits only con-

sideration of a cubic assumption. if the aerodynamic lagnus moments

were tc vary as:

( 4)14,agus = ( (12)

01

and the damping moments were constant,

Ck + =4 constant (13)
q a1

then the range determined value of the Magnus moment slope, (CM  )R'would vary as: P

(CM R = CM + 2 (62 )e (1)
pa pa:

and (C + CM" ), would vary as:
14

+ CM-)R =(CI + CM.) + a2 (62)e* (15)
q C1 q a

where (62)e and (62) e are average yaw parameters of the individual

test. The intercepts with the zero axis of these two plots represent

A the zero yaw value of the Magnus moment slope (, )o and the true

constant value of (C + CM.) for the range of yaws considered. The

variation indicated by 6 in the last equation is not an indication of
2

the variation of the damping moment with yaw but only serves as a
device to correct the linearized results of the range data fit.
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In Figure 16, the data for the square base designs are plotted as a

function of the effective yaw level, (62)e The previous analytical

determination for the projectile with extension is given to show the

nature of this higher order variation as a background for the remaining

types. in order to plot an analytic curve from the quartic fit equation
as a function of (62) alone it is necessary to select a particular type

of motion to define the (64) term in terms of (62) The motion with

equal nutationa! and precessional modes was selected as the basis and,

for this case, (6) =.9 [(6 2 )e]2

Thus, the solid curve in Figure 16 represents the expected value of

(Cq ) reduced from a group of hypothetical test rounds having equal

epicyclic arms. Many of the range test rounds approximate this con-

dition but the curve cannot be considered directly as a fit of the

actual data which are also plotted. The curve based on the square base

projectile with extension shows a steep descent to negative values at

yaw angles of about 70, a flattening out, and then reversal of curvature

in the 9f region--indicating that the higher order term will eventually

dominate. High positive Magnus moment values would be expected at both

small and large yaw.

The data for the other conditions seem to show weaker variations

but do not exhibit a complete picture in any case. The data for the

square base shell without extension are at M .5 and are concentrated

in the small yaw region. These show approximately a linear variation

in the (CM ) versus (2) plot which over this small range of yaweI

Pa
(00 <% < 60) would be represented by equation 14. The data for the

shell without cartridge container consisted of two points, both at U

91-M.8; one at a yaw level greater than that of the shell without exten-
sion and the other at the upper limit of the shell with extension.

These have a near zero, but negative, value that changes little with yaw

level. Thus, over this range the Magnus moment is linear with yaw and

the indicated range value is (C )0. The data for all the square base
M
pa
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designs seems to converge at about five degrees of yaw. Except in a few

cases, this is the upper limit of the yaw level for these tests.

In Figure 17, which presents the Magnus moment slope for the boat

tail projectiles, the few data suggest trends similar to those of the

square base designs. The data for the shell with extension show high

positive values -at small yaw 'and a decreasing curving trend; the shell

without extension and those without cartridge container yield data with

smaller values of (CMP )R at small yaw and less indication of variation

with yaw. The data from the boat tail projectile with special thin boom I

indicate possible differences which do not define a consistent Mach

number or yaw variation but the derived values from the fit of the range

data are the-most negative of those measured.

The most interesting features of the Magnus data are the marked

nunlinearity of the data for the shell with extension and the general

similarity of the data for the square base and boat tail shell with

similar empennages. For the inertial characteristics of these shell a

large positive value of the Magnus moment slope leads to a divergent

precessional yaw mode. Thus, the shell with extension are dynamically

unstable at small yaw, dynamically stable at higher yaws and the Magnus

data suggest high moments could occur again at still higher yaw levels,

which is discussed briefly on pages 47 and 48 of this report. The large

differences in behavior as a function of types of boom structure suggest

that the aerodynamic influence of the boom dominates the damping behavior

of the shell.

The individual round data for (CM + ') R 4re given in Table II.

Variations in these values reflect experimental error and, since they

were determined by linear fits, are also biased by the influence of the

nonlinear Magnus moment. In the cas.'e of the square base shell with

extension the previously described damping factor fit established the 1
true value of the (CM + CM.) as a constant over the test range of yaws.

q &V
Graphing the data for the other square base projectile types suggested
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a similar phenomenon and could be extrapolated to a true value with some

degree of assurance. The data for the boat tail shell was sparse and

there were a maximum of three data points f6r a givAi shell at one Mach

it number. The few data points for each condition were reviewed for

quality and' the degree of bias expected due to the Magnus variation and

on this basis a representative value for each case was selected. These

values are given in Table III.

The major features shown are that the values of (q + C.) for

both the boat tail rand the square base shell with similar empennages

are comparable, and the shell with or without cartridge container exhibit

similar damping coefficient levels in all cases. The shel with exten-

sion shows damping coefficients about twice as large as those of the

'other cases.

Table III. Table of Damping Coef~iCcients

Tp P + CM Mach Method of Number of
'WiTyp eo i q a No. Determination Data Points

IWith.Extension -8.1 .8 Analytical 13

Without Extensionl - 4.5 .5 Graphical 4

ihotCrtridge!* 2
hot ae -3.5 .7 Graphical

With Extension -10. 0 .8 Selection 3'

qWithout Extension -3.0 .8 Selection 2

-PWithout Cartridge* . 8 Seeto
d6 . 8 Selection 2Container , -

With Thin Boom -5 55 .8 Selection3

The variation of the damping factors with effective yaw for the N

square base shellwith extension indicates that. the precessional yaw

mode damps and that the nutational mode diverges for small yaw levels.
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At higher yaws, both mndes tSr. This would result in b circular yaw

limit cycle for the -nutational mode. The fitting equation for P-ar be

-- d to compute the danping factor as a function of yaw level for the

conditions at launch assuming jPure nutational yaw. Vhe equaticn can also

be modified to dovput I f6ir thc case of an infinite stability factor.
The actual values of I for alnost all proposed ortar trajectories are

bounded by these two determinations, and these two curves are plotted as

Figure 18. Zero yas' values for ) are different but the cross-over

roints to datAed behavior for the two cases are very close, 5.2 and 5.7

degrees yaw, which indicates a general residual motion of the projectile

of about 5-1 degrees yaw. The -irst zero point of the X curve is inter- -

ior to the range of the data used in the fit and is quite reliable-. The

existence of the higher order term in the M1agnus moment variation pro-

duces a second intercept with the zero axis at higher yaws. This indicates

that the projectile could again become dynamically unstable at yawv levels

above those of this test. in the case of the launch condition curve

this is indicated at about eleven degrees and for the limiting case at

about 12j- degrees. The second zero damping point involves -an extra-

volation of the fitting cui3ve beyond the range of the test date and must

be considered speculative.

Some variations of tWo versions of the M-4 571 RA 107--m spin

stabilized mortar projectiles, without rocket assist, --ere evaluated by

free flight ra.ge testing. The two principal modifications of the 18.28 C"

caliber secant ogival nosed configuration were the presence of a beat

tail rather than a square base. and the addition of the extension to

the starting cartridge container. A- smzal nimber of- ronds w re fired

with a long thin starting cartridge container and others without anv
base appendage. The tests covered ,a yaw range up to about 10P but "wcere

restricted to to l.Mach numbers, M - .8 and M - .5, with half of the data

points representing the shell with the square base and extension.
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The general influence of the extension on the aerodynamic properties

is to produce a lower drag, higher static moment, strongly nonlinear

Magnus 'moment and large damping moment coefficient. Those shell without

extension indicated a lower drag than those without cartridge container,

but there was no essential difference between these groups in static

moment, Magnus moment or damping coefficient. From the data available,

the boat tail and the square base projectile show similar performance

except that the drag is lower for the boat tail shell and the static

moment coefficient is characteristically higher.

For the shell with extension, the high Magnus moment at small yaw is

sufficient to induce a divergence of yaw while at higher yaw the lower

value of CM permits damping. Hence, a small limit cycle yawing motion

p'y
will normally result.
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